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Wood Zhengjie laughed.

He immediately went to prepare for the experiment.

The experiment will start in three hours…

“I will let everyone witness another miracle!”

Wood Zhengjie’s eyes were full of madness.

Tiandang Mountain.

Tens of thousands of people were silent.

The Lord who could really deal with Levi didn’t come.

Just a commoner who wanted to suppress Levi became a big joke.

Looking at the torn commoner, everyone realized that Levi was in trouble.

But at the same time, I also know that their IQ just short-circuited.

Will the descendants of the Heretic God be afraid of a commoner?

What a joke?

The most embarrassing thing is that none of them can deal with Levi now!

Who knew that the top three in the top three were not here by coincidence?



Most of the core powerhouses in Tiance Mansion have also gone to hunt down
the heretical forces…

Even the magic Lord Wood Zhengjie left.

The international forces controlled by Richard are also dumbfounded.

Originally wanted to watch a scene and go back.

I didn’t expect Levi to be so strong!

They have to do it themselves!

The spies of the East Island forces mixed in it are even more stunned.

Is Levi’s posture to be invincible?

Their plans have repeatedly failed.

“Anything else? Let’s go together!”

Levi was eager and couldn’t wait.

“Yes! Even though we haven’t come second and third in the top ranking! But we
have so many Lords working together, I don’t believe that he can’t be killed!”

Tianlong shouted.

“Yes! So many of us can’t kill him? We are the backbone of the Morendam
martial arts world!”

…

The Lords began to clamor one by one.

They are not cannon fodder.



Most of them are the powerhouses of the sixth heaven and the seventh heaven.
Together, they have the power to destroy the heavens and the earth.

“kill!”

Tens of thousands of people all killed Xiang Levi.

Levi had never encountered the number and degree of the strong.

Dealing with it is even more troublesome than dealing with those who are strong
in the top rankings.

But Levi decided to block everything alone, so naturally he wanted to fight with
them.

What’s more, Levi has a plan…

“war!”

Levi entered the battle group alone.

The battle was earth-shattering!

There were roars and screams all over the mountains and plains.

The powerhouses of the Morendam Martial Arts Realm and Tiance Mansion are
falling one after another…

But they were eager to kill Levi and didn’t notice a detail at all.

As far as Morendam is concerned, Levi just wounded them, causing them to
temporarily lose their combat effectiveness.

But for the international forces formed by Richard, Levi didn’t show any mercy
when he saw one kill another.



Do you want to weaken Morendam’s power?

impossible!

Instead, I will make you pay the price!

Levi has become more and more courageous in the war!

Too many people have fallen around, and the wailing is constant, like tearing the
sky.

The blood of blood will stain Tiandang Mountain red.

This battle is too miserable!

Tens of thousands of powerful people were beaten by Levi alone!

unimaginable!

Is this the descendant of Cthulhu?

Too strong, too strong!

…

Time slowly passed, and eventually the army led by Tiance Mansion was wiped
out and all fell to the ground.

Of course, Morendam’s Lords are only injured.

None of the teams organized by Richard survived.

Fortunately, Richard did not come here, and went to other places in Morendam,
otherwise he would not escape.

Unbelievable!



Everyone’s eyes were filled with shock!

Levi is too strong, right?

Who can resist this?

One person breaks the army!

Can’t stop it!

Some people even have a terrible idea in their minds-are they not his opponents
in the top three of the top three?

Levi left.

But it brought the greatest shame to the Morendam martial arts world!

At least in their opinion!

But Levi didn’t leave completely, he just found a place to hide.

Not surprisingly, the forces that framed him will definitely appear and slaughter all
these people clean.

Sure enough, after Levi waited for a while, someone appeared…
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Not alone.

It’s ten people!

Perhaps considering that there were more people this time, it would be more
troublesome to solve it by one person, so we sent out ten Lords.

“Hey, what are you doing? Nowhere!”



Levi stood up.

Ten people were taken aback.

They just watched Levi leave, why did he still show up?

“you…”

Ten people were obviously panicked.

“withdraw!”

In a hurry, ten people were about to evacuate.

“Want to escape? No way!”

Levi came forward suddenly and grabbed one person.

“boom!”

At this time, one person took the initiative to attack and met Levi.

“boom!”

The land is cracked, the sun and the moon are reversed.

“It’s you!!!”

There was a burst of anger in Levi’s eyes.

He recognized it!

This person is who framed him!

It’s almost exactly the same as his practice!



In a short time, Levi couldn’t see any difference!

“Let me see your true colors!”

Levi immediately caught him.

“Stop him! Stop him!”

The man panicked.

The other nine Lords all killed Levi.

As for him, he just flees on the spot.

Although the nine Lords could not stop him for a long time, a gap was enough for
him to slip away.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

You want to stop me too?

Levi had a murderous heart, and a mighty force of five horses blasted out from all
over his body.

“puff!”

…

The nine were instantly lost and flew out.

“Puff!”



“Puff!”

…

It’s just that these nine people pierced the short blade into their chest in an
instant.

They would rather die than let Levi know any news.

Levi was one step too late.

But picking up the short blade, it is unique to Toshima!

“This is from Dongdao!”

Levi’s eyes flickered. At this moment, he thought of several people.

The few Dongdao people I met in Fengtian City were mixed in Anjia.

Although he let the Western Heavenly King stare, but now it seems that he may
not be able to stare.

It seems that my hunch is right!

This is a professional habit for many years!

It is easy to see some anomalies.

“It should start with Anjia again! Check back when Anjia left Morendam and went
to East Island to contact those people specifically!”

Now Levi had a direction.

And there is a very important clue-Anjia.



In addition, letting the secret team and the seven evil gods check the surrounding
abnormalities, it is estimated that there will be clues.

You can definitely find it in the end!

Levi’s frowned brows stretched out.

Good things happen one after another!

What if someone like his own martial arts ran away?

I will find it on your head in the end!

“Let’s go, see if Sarah is saved!”

Levi left Tiandang Mountain.

In the battle of Tiandang Mountain, he achieved a complete victory.

The Tianlong and others on Tiandang Mountain all looked incredulous.

“Impossible, Levi, a descendant of the Heretic God, just let us go?”

“Yes, shouldn’t he kill us all? How can he only wound us and not kill us?”

Everyone was puzzled.

“He is insulting us! Laughing at how many of us are helpless to him! He is
trampling on our dignity!”

Xuan Lang suddenly shouted loudly.

“Yes, that’s right! Levi is just insulting us! This is more painful than killing us! I
must avenge this grudge!”



“Does Levi really think that no one has taken you? The Lords of the Tiance
Mansion and Baolong clan have not yet appeared! The top three in the top three
have not come yet!”

…

A group of people completely misunderstood what Levi meant.

Not killing them is actually an insult to them.

Levi, who had left, met the three evil gods shortly afterwards.

“What? The man was not saved?”

Levi panicked.

No wonder he hasn’t seen Wood Zhengjie, it turns out that this kid actually
returned.

It should have guessed his intention.

“Hurry up to the Shenlong Technology Base!!!”

Levi immediately set off.
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But Levi knew it too late.

After all, it takes a certain amount of time from leaving Tiandang Mountain to
meeting the three poisonous evil gods.



What’s more, the Shenlong Science and Technology Base is in the north.

Tiandang Mountain is in the south.

As early as a few hours ago.

Wood Zhengjie’s experimental deployment has been completed.

But when he came back to the place of detention, Wen Lei and Sarah had a
premonition that they were going to finish.

“Wood Zhengjie, please stop your crazy behavior! Otherwise you will not end
well!”

Wen Lei shouted.

Wood Zhengjie smiled and said, “You can’t hide from Sarah! Don’t worry, after
the experiment, you will be mine alone!”

In Wen Lei’s yelling, Wood Zhengjie abruptly dragged Sarah away.

“By the way, bring her with you too!”

Before leaving, Wood Zhengjie glared at Wen Lei again.

In laboratory one.

Everything is ready for the experiment, just waiting for the plum to be dyed.

“Don’t worry, just get up to sleep!”

Wood Zhengjie gave Sarah an injection, and she fell asleep instantly.

Finally, the whole person was put into a device similar to a dormant cabin.

Subsequently, Wood Zhengjie lay in another dormant cabin device.



The experiment he is going to do today is to implant his own consciousness and
thoughts into Sarah’s brain.

In order to completely control her.

Turn plum dye into his puppet.

From now on, I will only listen to him.

As for Levi, Jun Jun and others, none of them knew him.

This is the madness of Wood Zhengjie!

“Do not!!!”

After understanding what kind of experiment this was, Wen Lei went crazy.

She wanted to stop, but she was helpless.

She also saw Wood Zhengjie in the dormant cabin beckoning to her, as if
saying-don’t worry, you are the next one.

Soon, the experiment started slowly.

There are hundreds of thin pipes on the two devices with electric waves flashing
in them.

Obviously, there are lines of electricity flowing into Sarah in Wood Zhengjie’s
device.

Within half an hour, Wood Zhengjie’s consciousness and thoughts could be
implanted in Sarah’s brain.

Then it can be completely controlled.



In addition, Wood Zhengjie is a pure energy body, and the success rate of this
experiment has greatly increased, almost 100%.

Time passed by every minute and every second.

ten minutes.

twenty minutes.

Twenty-nine minutes.

There is only one minute left until the experiment is successful.

Wen Lei was suddenly crazy at this time!

do my best!

Let it die together!

No one wants to go out alive!

Wen Lei suddenly ran to the other side of the laboratory, where was the
super-energy particle collider.

There are currently four super-energy particles left in the particle collider!

When Wood Zhengjie used experiments to transform his physique, he only used
two of them.

At this moment, Wen Lei’s idea is very simple. Start the collider and let four
super-energy particles collide.

The energy generated was enough to destroy everything, including Wood
Zhengjie, also had to be crushed.

“Stop her! Stop her!”



…

Wood Zhengjie’s men reacted, but it was already too late.

To blame, Wood Zhengjietoda brought Wen Lei to the laboratory without being
tied up.

Wen Lei was familiar with everything in the laboratory, immediately activated the
particle collider, and directly turned on the instrument that converges energy after
the collision.

“ten!”

“nine!”

“Eight!”

…

Wood Zhengjie’s experiment has come to an end.

“four!”

“three!”

“two!”

…

“boom!!!”

But when the experiment was successfully separated by one second, the
collision of the four super-energy particles was completed.

The super energy burst out completely!



The energy in Wood Zhengjie’s body modification experiment was dozens of
times stronger than in the last time.

After all, it is not a change of four divided by two.

But the four particles will collide with each other, and the energy will be greatly
increased.

Suddenly, Wood Zhengjie’s experiment was interrupted.

The dormant chamber device he and Sarah were in burst instantly.

What’s more frightening is that everything in the entire laboratory was destroyed.

Even the highest level of defensive strength of Laboratory One did not block the
energy bombardment…

Chapter 1844

“Crack!”

“boom!”

Laboratory No. 1 began to fall apart, and even the high-density armor inside and
outside was shattered!

As for Wood Zhengjie’s subordinates who were carrying out the experiment, they
disappeared directly under the bombardment of such violent energy…

Nothing left!

When the explosion came, the entire Shenlong Technology Base automatically
activated its defense system.



In every laboratory and every building, high-density defense armor is activated,
covering the surface, protecting the entire Shenlong science and technology
base.

The Shenlong Science and Technology Base is a top-notch science and
technology base in Morendam, and its defense level is definitely the highest.

But under the bombardment of this energy, the inner and outer double-layer
high-density armor of Lab One also burst.

“boom!”

Terrible energy exploded throughout the base.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

…

Even if the major laboratories and buildings are covered by high-density armor,
they are far away from the first laboratory where the explosion occurred.

But under the bombardment of this terrifying energy, the armor burst to pieces,
and it couldn’t stop it at all.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

…

Buildings collapsed one by one, and the entire Shenlong Technology Base was
razed to the ground in an instant.



The Shenlong Science and Technology Base is actually very large, comparable
to a small county!

But under the bombardment of this energy, nothing exists.

Fortunately, the experimenters in other major laboratories or buildings start the
self-rescue program when danger occurs.

In fact, there is no cave in the underground of the entire base, it is another base.

When the danger occurred, the floor inside the building suddenly opened, and
everyone fell into the underground base.

Only then can I save my life!

Otherwise, under this kind of energy bombardment, the human body is the most
vulnerable!

Even the energy even affected the underground base, most of the instruments
failed, and almost all the ground base collapsed.

Fortunately, those who built a defense system thought of this, to avoid the
damage to the underground base when this kind of disaster occurred, and
deliberately set up a defense system to block it.

Otherwise the underground base will all be destroyed.

All the survivors regretted that they were about to cry.

Why didn’t they listen to Levi’s words?

Why not let him kill Wood Zhengjie?

They have to withstand all the pressure to get Wood Zhengjie back?

Are they brain disabled?



People have long said that Wood Zhengjie is a curse!

They just don’t believe it!

I believe it now!

How big is Wood Zhengjie’s threat?

The entire Shenlong base was destroyed!

Almost everyone died!

You know, the Shenlong Science and Technology Base took fifty years to build,
and it was instantly razed to the ground.

The loss is too great!

Is Wood Zhengjie the culprit?

Do not!

It’s them!

It is the group of people from Shenlong Science and Technology Base!

They raised the devil, and they handed the butcher knife to the devil!

They destroyed the Shenlong base with their own hands!

No wonder others!

Regret is no longer any use at this time!

Although the Shenlong Science and Technology Base is in the deep mountains,
the power of this super-energy particle collision is too great.



Various detection agencies were alarmed and quickly locked the place of the
incident.

“It’s terrible! What’s wrong with the Shenlong Science and Technology Base?
Fortunately, there is no one in the radius of thousands of miles, otherwise it will
be miserable!”

…

The news quickly spread to Colin.

A special rescue team was formed immediately and went to the Shenlong
Science and Technology Base immediately.

“My God, what is going on here???”

Seeing the Shenlong base turned into a ruin with a telescope, everyone couldn’t
help but exclaim.

They knew the defense strength of the Shenlong base.

What level of bombing would it take to razed this place to the ground?

unimaginable!

This kind of power is definitely not something that a warrior can play!

“Hurry up!”

The rescue team accelerated to the Shenlong base.

When it comes to the scene, it is even more shocking!
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The rescue team looked at the ruins in front of them, their legs trembling with
fright.

too frightening!

Never seen such a miserable scene!

Not only was the base razed to the ground, it was almost destroyed.

No ruins were left.

Before the powerful energy, any matter was dissolved and disappeared…

Not only that, but there is residual energy that covers the entire base, which
cannot be dissipated for a long time.

Although the current energy is very weak, it is not something ordinary people can
challenge.

If it enters the energy field, it will be minced on the spot.

“No, the energy fluctuates too much ahead! This energy is not something our
body can bear! Don’t enter it rashly!”

“Request support! Request support!”

The rescue team quickly asked for support!

If these energies are not dissipated, they will not be able to launch rescue.



At this time, Levi rushed to the Shenlong Technology Base.

In fact, at the moment of the energy bombardment, Levi felt it from a distance!

His face changed drastically at that time!

Because that energy is so terrible, terrible!

Even Levi sighed!

If he was bombarded by the energy just now, he would either die or be injured.

What a terrible energy bombardment!

According to the direction, it seems to be the Shenlong Technology Base.

Levi quickly speeded up!

He prayed silently that there would be no accident! Don’t have an accident!

If something happens, he will not be able to forgive himself!

When Levi came to the Shenlong Technology Base, he was frightened by the
scene before him.

How could this be?

too frightening!

The entire base was destroyed!

“Sarah!”

Levi rushed into the base.

The remaining terrifying energy began to strangle Levi.



“what!!!”

Levi roared wildly and blasted all the energy away!

He rushed into the ruins to find someone!

The rescue team behind him was also shocked by Levi’s crazy behavior.

But seeing that the energy was blown away by Levi abruptly.

They immediately began to rescue!

A rescue team of thousands of people rushed into the base immediately to start
rescue.

Levi digs the ruins with his bare hands crazy!

Just digging a place is disappointed.

Disappointed by digging a place!

Not to mention that the plum was dyed, but there is no sign of life.

In front of this kind of energy, let alone a living person, there will be no trace of
blood left behind.

You can understand this terrible burst of energy as a super high temperature,
enough to evaporate everything.

So even if Levi digs three feet into the ground, he couldn’t find a living one.

After the rescue team joined, they excavated the ruins with Levi.

Attempt to find survivors!

Time passed by every minute and every second.



Almost a fifth here.

No one was found!

“It’s terrible! Under this level of bombing, even the highest density armor can be
shattered. How can a person live?”

“Yes, I have never seen an accident of this level! No one can be alive!”

Where are the rescue team members discussing.

After Levi heard it, he was furious.

“Impossible! Someone must be alive! Impossible to all die! Impossible!!!”

…

Everyone was taken aback by Levi, who had shaken the sky.

Immediately dodge aside.

Don’t dare to speak any more.

Say a few more words, Levi can kill them!

“Looking for it! Keep looking for it for me!”

Levi roared.

He searches with the rescue team!

Shenlong base is too big!

Only half of the search took an hour.

The result was desperate.



There are no signs of life.

Levi didn’t see any clues about Sarah either!

Anxious!

He was sweating anxiously, and his body was trembling.

His face was pale, and his eyes were about to fly out.

If something happens.

He couldn’t imagine what it would be like!

Find!

Keep looking!

At this moment, a message came from the rescue team: “Something has been
discovered, something has been discovered!”

Levi rushed up when he heard the news.
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It turned out that the underground base was discovered!

“Sarah may be hiding in the underground base!”

Hope arose in Levi’s eyes.

Even if the defense system of the underground base was strengthened and
strengthened without damage, it was also damaged to a great extent.

Although all the people inside survived, they all suffered injuries to varying
degrees.



As the underground base opened, the survivors inside were rescued one by one.

Levi was pleasantly surprised and waited at the entrance of the base.

But the more survivors were rescued, the more panic Levi felt!

No trace of Sarah has been seen!

“The last one!”

When the last person was rescued, Levi was dumbfounded.

Obviously it’s not plum dye!

“Impossible! There are still people in there, right?”

Levi didn’t believe it.

“No, this is the last one!”

The rescue team carried the last person onto a stretcher.

“I do not believe!”

Levi entered the underground base and searched around.

After looking around, no one was seen again.

Sarah is not here!

Wood Zhengjie is not here!

Wen Lei and the others are not here either!

…



He quickly came to the rescue team vehicle and began to ask the survivors what
was going on.

“Don’t look for it! They are all gone! No one is alive!”

The survivors said.

“what?”

Levi’s brain throbbed.

He cannot accept this fact!

“The demon Wood Zhengjie transformed his physique through experiments!
Then he wants to experiment with Sarah! He wants to control Sarah forever! To
stop everything, Miss Wen Lei activated the particle collider…”

“These are what we saw through real-time images with our own eyes! Miss Wen
Lei chose to die together! Only in this way can disasters happen!”

…

The survivors told Levi what happened.

Levi was frightened.

“Wen Lei chose to die together?”

He asked tremblingly.

“Of course, the energy from the collision of this particle has even destroyed the
Shenlong base. How can a few people be able to stop it?”

“They are absolutely nothing! There is no scum left!”

…



Several survivors said.

“She’s dead? She’s dead?”

…

Levi seemed to be crazy, and kept talking to himself.

“You all killed her! You are the culprit! Why are you the ones who are alive?”

Suddenly Levi questioned these survivors like a beast.

They just wanted to refute.

It happened for no reason!

Strictly speaking, they are the real culprits.

If it weren’t for them, there would be no such thing.

Fifty years of hard work will not be wasted.

So many people will not sacrifice!

Seeing the murderous Levi, everyone was scared.

This is the evil spirit demon!

In his anger, it was normal to kill everyone.

“Please calm down! Please calm down!”

…

The rescue team persuaded.



But Levi still stared at everyone.

He has moved murderously.

If the plum is dyed to death.

This group of people should be buried!

And those in Tiance Mansion are damned!

Why did you hand over the plum dye?

Seeing that Levi was about to kill.

One member of the rescue team immediately said: “Not necessarily! People may
still be alive! We only searched halfway! We continue to search! There is hope!”

This sentence reminded Levi.

He restrained his murderous spirit and immediately continued to search and dig.

“Yes! Sarah is not dead! She won’t die!”

Levi murmured, and continued searching with the rest of the rescue team.

Time has been passing by.

Levi and everyone did not let go of every corner.

But the result is chilling.

Nothing was found.

Finally, after another hour, only the area of   Laboratory One was left unsearched.

“The previous experiment was done here! Most likely here!”




